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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a multiclock parallel processor

for reducing the processing time and power consumption by operating

respective reconfigurable integrated circuits at the optimum clock

frequency corresponding to writable or rewritable circuit configuration

information.

SOLUTION: This device is provided with a storage means 36 storing the

optimum clock frequency for operation corresponding to the circuit

configuration information, an instruction control means 37 for extracting

the circuit configuration information from the storage means 36

corresponding to the designation from the outside such as user,

rewriting designated reconfigurable integrated circuits 32-35 and

outputting the optimum clock frequency for operation corresponding to

these reconfigurable integrated circuits as a control signal, and clock

generating means 39 for operation for changing the rewritten

reconfigurable integrated circuits into optimum clock frequency for

operation corresponding to that control signal.
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damages caused by the use of this translation.

*
"I.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The storage means which memorized the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to each

of two or more circuitry information, While choosing the circuitry information on either of two or more circuitry

information memorized by the above-mentioned storage means and writing in each of two or more integrated

circuits which can be reconfigurated Extract the optima! clock frequency for actuation corresponding to each of

the integrated circuit of these plurality which can be reconfigurated from the storage means, and it outputs as a

control signal. While rewriting the integrated circuit which extracted the circuitry information on either of two or

more circuitry information memorized by the storage means according to the assignment from the outside, and

was specified and which can be reconfigurated The instruction control means which extracts the optimal clock

frequency for actuation corresponding to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated from the storage

means, and is outputted as a control signal. The multi-clock parallel processor equipped with a clock generation

means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency the integrated circuit after

rewriting which can be reconfigurated while supplying the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency for each

of two or more above-mentioned integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated according to the control signal

[Claim 2] The storage means which memorized the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to two

or more data and each of data width of face, While writing the data of either of two or more data memorized by

the above-mentioned storage means according to the assignment from the outside in the integrated circuit

which was extracted and specified and which can be reconfigurated The instruction control means which

extracts the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to the data width of face of the data from the

storage means, and is outputted as a control signal, The multi-clock parallel processor according to claim 1

characterized by having a clock generation means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the

optimal frequency the integrated circuit after writing which can be reconfigurated, according to the control

signal.

[Claim 3] The multi-clock parallel processor according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by having the instruction

control means which outputs the identifier of the integrated circuit which writes in or rewrites circuitry

information, and which can be reconfigurated as a control signal, and a clock generation means for writing to

supply the clock for writing to the integrated circuit which carries out the above-mentioned relevance according

to the control signal, and which can be reconfigurated.

[Claim 4] A multi-clock parallel processor given [ of claim 1 to the claims 3 characterized by having the

instruction control means which outputs the identifier of the integrated circuit of these plurality which can be

reconfigurated as a control signal when exchanging immediate data while / of plurality / integrated circuit / can

be reconfigurated, and a clock generation means for data transfer to supply the clock for data transfer to the

integrated circuit which carries out the above-mentioned relevance according to the control signal, and which

can be reconfigurated ] in any 1 term.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the multi-clock parallel processor which carries out parallel

processing of two or more integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated, such as FPGA (Field

Programmable Gate Array) which uses SRAM etc. as a storage element, can be equipped with hardware-logical

circuits, such as an AND circuit, a NAND circuit and a flip-flop circuit, and the memory which memorizes the

software-based circuitry information which shows connection of these logical circuits on 1 chip, and can rewrite

an internal component circuit any number of times dynamically. Moreover, the optimal clock of operation is

decided by circuitry information written in, and the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated does not

function as making it operate with a clock quicker than the optimal clock for actuation correctly. Generally, in

the parallel processor carrying two or more such integrated circuits that can be reconfigurated, since supply of -

clock is one line, when the circuitry information written in each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated

differs, it cannot use the optimal clock frequency for each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, and

cannot be performed at a high speed. Moreover, when a certain integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated is

performing rewriting of circuitry information, and exchange of data, other integrated circuits which can be

reconfigurated cannot use the optimal clock frequency. Although it is not the integrated circuit which can be

reconfigurated as shown below, the equipment which carries out parallel processing of two or more integrated

circuits with two or more clocks for actuation with which frequencies differ is invented.

[0003] Drawing 7 is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor shown in JP,2-

308356A and is set to drawing. A clock generation means by which 1-4 generate a data processing unit, the

clock for data processing which has the period from which 5 differs mutually, and the clock for memory access,

A clock period change means to supply the clock for data processing and the clock for memory access by whicf

6 is generated from the clock generation means 5 according to directions of the clock period change directions

means 8 to each data processing units 1-4 through the clock distribution means 7, and 9 The communications

control means between units, 10 is a communications-executive means between units to output a control signal

to the clock period change directions means 8 according to whether memory access is performed between data

processing units 1 -4.

[0004] Next, actuation is explained. The communications-executive means 10 between units outputs the control

signal which supplies the clock for data processing to each data processing units 1-4 to the clock period change

directions means 8, when it is supervising whether memory access is performed between data processing units

1-4 and memory access is not performed. The clock period change means 6 and the clock distribution means 7

supply the clock for data processing generated from the clock generation means 5 to each data processing unit;

1-4 according to directions of the clock period change directions means 8. Moreover, in the communications-

executive means 10 between units, when memory access was performed between a data processing unit 1 and ;

and it is supervised, the control signal which supplies the clock for memory access to data processing units 1

and 3 is outputted to the clock period change directions means 8, and the control signal which supplies the cloc

for data processing to data processing units 2 and 4 is outputted to the clock period change directions means 8
The clock period change means 6 and the clock distribution means 7 supply the clock for memory access
generated from the clock generation means 5 to data processing units 1 and 3 according to directions of the
clock period change directions means 8, and supply the clock for data processing to data processing units 2 and

4. Thus, the conventional multi-clock parallel processor shown in drawing 7 forms the clock which has two
different periods to two or more data processing units 1-4, and supplies the clock for memory access to the
data processing unit which performs memory access for the clock for data processing to the data processing
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unit which performs instruction execution.

[0005] Drawing 8 is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor shown in JP,9-

223 i 8A and is set to drawing. The register file of plurality [11/12 / a processor and j ? the computing elemen*

of plurality [ 13 ], When the clock control instruction has been recognized, 14 two or more cache memory and 1

- The instruction decoder which outputs the hardware resources 12 for clock modification, i.e., two or more

register files, two or more computing elements 13, and two or more cache memory 14 and the clock frequency

after modification as a control signal, 16 is a clock control circuit which changes the clock frequency supplied t<

each hardware resources according to the control signal from the instruction decoder 15.

[0006] Next, actuation is explained. A clock control instruction which is made to fall or suspend the clock of

hardware resources unnecessary to activation among two or more hardware resources is supplied to an

instruction decoder 15. According to the clock control instruction, an instruction decoder 15 outputs

unnecessary hardware resources and the clock frequency after the modification to activation as a control signa

and changes the clock frequency supplied to the hardware resources which correspond according to the contro

signal in the clock control circuit 16. Thus, with an instruction, the multi-clock parallel processor shown in

drawing 8 makes activation fell or suspend the clock of unnecessary hardware resources, and supplies the same

clock in hardware resources required for activation.

[0007] Drawing 9 is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor shown in JP,56-

132625A and, as for the clock generation circuit to which 21 supplies a bus interface and the clock frequency

from which in a processor unit and 24 memory differs from 26 in a transmitter and 27 differs [ 22 and 25 / a

DMA controller and 23 ], respectively in the processor unit 23 and memory 24, DMA controllers 22 and 25, and ;

transmitter 26, and 28, a system bus and 29 are internal buses in drawing.

[0008] Next actuation is explained. The clock frequency which changes with clock generation circuits 27,

respectively is supplied to two or more integrated circuits 23 with which working speeds differ, i.e., a processor

unit, memory 24, DMA controllers 22 and 25, and a transmitter 26. Thus, the multi-clock parallel processor

shown in drawing 9 fixes and supplies the optimal clock frequency for every integrated circuit to two or more

integrated circuits with which working speeds differ.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Although the technical contents shown in drawing 7 - drawing 9 do

not relate to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated since the conventional multi-clock parallel

processor is constituted as mentioned above, having considered the case where two or more data processing

units 1-4 shown in drawing 7 , two or more hardware resources shown in drawing 8 , and two or more integratec

circuits shown in drawing 9 were transposed to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, the following

technical problems occurred. With the technique of changing the frequency of the clock dynamically supplied by

supervising memory access as shown in drawing 7 , since the contents of the circuitry information which is the

information inside the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated were not able to be supervised, the

technical problem that the optimal clock frequency corresponding to circuitry information could not be supplied

to each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated oQcurred. Moreover, with the technique of changing the

clock frequency supplied with an instruction as shown in drawing 8 , even when the circuitry information from

which the optimal clock frequency differs with the data width of face treated with each integrated circuit which

can be reconfigurated was written in, the technical problem that the optimal clock frequency corresponding to

the data width of face transmitted could not be automatically supplied to each integrated circuit which can be

reconfigurated occurred. Furthermore, with the technique which supplies a different clock frequency fixed to

each integrated circuit as shown in drawing 9 , since it does not have the clock frequency which synchronized t

each integrated circuit when operating with the clock frequency from which an adjoining integrated circuit

differs, direct communication could be carried out only to asynchronous, but the technical problem that

effectiveness worsened occurred. Furthermore, with the technique shown in drawing 7 - drawing 9 , since the

clock was supplied with one component even when it considers as the integrated circuit which can be

reconfigurated, when circuitry was designed, the technical problem that it had to design according to the fixed

clock occurred. Furthermore, with the technique shown in drawing 7— drawing 9 , since it consisted of hardware
which cannot reconfigurate a circuit even if it carries out a configuration change so that a clock may be suppliei

with two or more components, it needed to design, after taking into consideration and verifying the clock for

actuation, when designing each hardware. The design needed to be advanced from these reasons, considering
both a circuit and the clock for actuation on the occasion of the design of a circuit, and technical problems, sue
as becoming constraint of a circuit design, occurred.

[0010] It aims at obtaining the multi-clock parallel processor which reduces the processing time and power
consumption by having made this invention in order to solve the above technical problems, writing it in, or
operating each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated with the optimal clock frequency according to the
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circuitry information rewritten.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The muiti-ciock parallel processor concerning this invention While choosing the

storage means which memorized the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to circuitry

information, and these circuitry information and writing in two or more integrated circuits which can be

reconfigurated While rewriting the integrated circuit which outputted the optimal clock frequency for actuation

corresponding to two or more integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated as a control signal, extracted

circuitry information according to the assignment from the outside, and was specified and which can be

reconfigurated While supplying the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency for two or more integrated

circuits which can be reconfigurated according to the instruction control means which outputs the optimal 'docl 1

frequency for actuation corresponding to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated as a control signal,

and its control signal It has a clock generation means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the

optimal frequency the integrated circuit after rewriting which can be reconfigurated.

[0012] The multi-clock parallel processor concerning this invention While writing in the integrated circuit which

extracted data and was specified as the storage means which memorized the optimal clock frequency for

actuation corresponding to two or more data and data width of face according to the assignment from the

outside and which can be reconfigurated It has the instruction control means which outputs the optimal clock

frequency for actuation corresponding to the data width of face of the data as a control signal, and a clock

generation means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency the integrated

circuit after writing which can be reconfigurated according to the control signal.

[0013] The multi-clock parallel processor concerning this invention is equipped with the instruction control

means which outputs the identifier of the integrated circuit which writes in or rewrites circuitry information, and

which can be reconfigurated as a control signal, and a clock generation means for writing to supply the clock for

writing to the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated according to that control signal.

[0014] The multi-clock parallel processor concerning this invention is equipped with the instruction control

means which outputs the identifier of two or more integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated which

exchanges immediate data while [ of plurality / integrated circuit ] can be reconfigurated as a control signal, anc

a clock generation means for data transfer to supply the clock for data transfer to the integrated circuit which

corresponds according to that control signal and which can be reconfigurated.

[0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, one gestalt of implementation of this invention is explained.

Gestalt 1. drawing 1 of operation is the block diagram showing the multi-clock parallel processor by the gestalt

of implementation of this invention, it is integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated, such as FPGA (Field

Programmable Gate Array) which 31 uses SRAM of plurality (it is four in illustration) etc. as a multi-clock paralU

processor, and 32-35 use as a storage element in drawing, and the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be

reconfigurated [ these ] are formed with the integrated circuit of one chip, respectively. The integrated circuits

32-35 which can be reconfigurated [ these ] can be equipped with hardware-logical circuits, such as an AND
circuit, a NAND circuit, and a flip-flop circuit, and the memory which memorizes the software-based circuitry

information which shows connection of these logical circuits on 1 chip, and can rewrite an internal component
circuit any number of times dynamically.

[0016] 36 is a storage means by which the table to which two or more circuitry information written in the

integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated, the data calculated with the integrated circuits 32-35

which can be reconfigurated [ these ]. and the circuitry information on these plurality and the optimal clock

frequency for actuation were made to correspond was memorized. While 37 chooses the circuitry information or

either of two or more circuitry information memorized by the storage means 36 at the time of starting of this

multi-clock parallel processor 31 and writes it in each of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be

reconfigurated at it It is the instruction control means which writes the data to calculate in the integrated

circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated, extracts the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to

each of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated [ these ] from the table memorized by the
storage means 36, and is outputted as a control signal. Moreover, this instruction control means 37 to change
the circuitry of the integrated circuit of either of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated
which can be reconfigurated from the exteriors, such as a user While rewriting the integrated circuit which
extracted the circuitry information on either of two or more circuitry information memorized by the storage
means 36 according to the assignment from the outside, and was specified and which can be reconfigurated The
data to calculate are written in the specified integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, the optimal clock
frequency for actuation corresponding to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated is extracted from
the table memorized by the storage means 36, and it outputs as a control signaL A clock control means by whicl
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38 controls the switch place of the control signal according to the control signal from the instruction control

means 37, and 39 are a clock generation means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the

optimal frequency the integrated circuit after rewriting which can be reconfigurated while supplying the clock foi

actuation of the optimal frequency for each of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated

according to the control signal from the clock control means 38.

[001 7] Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing the detail configuration of the clock generation means for

actuation, and is set to drawing. Or multiplying is carried out a basic clock generation means to generate a cloc

frequency with single 201, and the clock frequency, in which 202-205 were generated from the basic clock

generation means 201 — dividing — The frequency of the clock for actuation which is a clock modification

means to generate the clock for actuation of two or more kinds of different frequencies, and is generated from

these clock modification means 202-205 It is set up according to the control signal inputted through the clock

control means 38 from the instruction control means 37.

[0018] Next actuation is explained. First, at the time of starting of this multi-clock parallel processor 31, the

instruction control means 37 extracts the circuitry information initialized [from ] among two or more circuitry

information memorized by the storage means 36 through the data line 1 04, respectively, and writes it in each of

the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated through the data line 100. Moreover, the instruction

control means 37 extracts the data to calculate from the storage means 36 through the data line 104 r

respectively, and writes them in the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated through the data line

100. The integrated circuits 32-35 with which the circuitry information chosen by initial setting was written in

and which can be reconfigurated connect the logical circuit inside each [these ] integrated circuits 32-35 whicf

can be reconfigurated according to these circuitry information, and become circuitry which has a function

according to these circuitry information, and preparation of the operation of the data is made by holding the dat

written in coincidence. Furthermore, the instruction control means 37 extracts the optimal clock frequency for

actuation according to each circuitry information written in each of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be

reconfigurated through the data line 1 04 from the table memorized by the storage means 36, and outputs the

control signal to which the identifier which shows each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated,

and the identifier which shows the optimal clock frequency for actuation were made to correspond to a signal

line 106.

[0019] The clock control means 38 controls the switch place of the control signal according to the control signe

from the instruction control means 37. In this case, a switch place is made into the signal-line 107 side to the

clock generation means 39 for actuation. The clock generation means 39 for actuation is constituted as shown i

drawing 2 . Each clock modification means 202-205 input the single clock frequency generated from the basic

clock generation means 201 through the clock lines 206-209. Each [ these ] clock modification means 202-205

the control signal inputted through the signal line 107 from the clock control means 38 — responding — a single

clock frequency — dividing — or multiplying is carried out the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be

reconfigurated are alike, respectively, and the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency is supplied through

the clock lines 110-113. Thus, since the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency according to these circuitr

information is supplied and the circuitry of each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated can

calculate data synchronizing with the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency while the circuitry informatior

and data which were initialized by each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated at the time of

starting of this multi-clock parallel processor 31 are written in, the processing time and power consumption can

be reduced.

[0020] Next, the instruction control means 37 extracts the circuitry information according to the assignment

from the outside of the circuitry information memorized by the storage means 36 through the data line 104 and

rewrites the integrated circuit which was specified through the data line 100 and which can be reconfigurated to

change the circuitry of the integrated circuit of either of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be
reconfigurated which can be reconfigurated from the exteriors, such as a user. Moreover, the instruction contro

means 37 extracts the data to calculate from the storage means 36 through the data line 104, and rewrites the

integrated circuit which was specified through the data line 100 and which can be reconfigurated. Thus, the

circuitry of the specified integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, and data are rewritten. Furthermore, th<

instruction control means 37 outputs the control signal to which the identifier which extracts the optimal clock

frequency for actuation according to the circuitry information which rewrote the specified integrated circuit

which can be reconfigurated from the table memorized by the storage means 36 through the data line 104, and
shows the specified integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, and the identifier which shows the optimal

clock frequency for actuation were made to correspond to a signal line 1 06.

[0021] The clock control means 38 makes a switch place the signaHine 107 side to the clock generation means
39 for actuation according to the control signal from the instruction control means 37. The clock modification
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• means of either of each clock modification means 202-205 of the clock generation means 39 for actuation

supplies the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency for a single clock frequency to dividing or the

integrated circuit which was specified by carrying out multiplying and which can be reconfigured through the

clock lines 1 10—1 13 according to the control signal inputted through the signal line 107 from the clock control

- means 38. Thus, it also sets to change the circuitry of the integrated circuit of either of the integrated circuits

32-35 which can be reconfigurated which can be reconfigurated from the exteriors, such as a user. While being

rewritten by the circuitry information and data of circuitry with which the integrated circuit by which modificatio

assignment was carried out and which can be reconfigurated was specified Since the clock for actuation of the

optimal frequency according to the circuitry information by which modification assignment was carried out is

supplied and the circuitry after modification of the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated can calculate

data synchronizing with the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency, the processing time and power

consumption can be reduced.

[0022] According to the gestalt 1 of this operation, at as mentioned above, the time of starting of this multi-

clock parallel processor 31 And it sets to change the circuitry of the integrated circuit of either of the integrate

circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated which can be reconfigurated from the exteriors, such as a user. Writ

in each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated, or the clock for actuation of the optimal

frequency according to the rewritten circuitry information is supplied. Since the circuitry of each integrated

circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated can calculate data synchronizing with the clock for actuation of the

optimal frequency, it can reduce the processing time and power consumption. Moreover, since the frequency of

the clock for actuation can be acfiusted dynamically and can be supplied to two or more integrated circuits 32-3

which can be reconfigurated, in case the design of the circuitry information and data written in the integrated

circuit which can be reconfigurated is performed, it can design without being restrained by the frequency of the

clock for actuation, and a design can be made easy. In addition, although circuitry information and data were

written in all the integrated circuits 32-35 that can be reconfigurated at the time of starting of the multi-clock

parallel processor 31, you may make it write circuitry information and data in the integrated circuit of arbitration

which can be reconfigurated with the gestaft 1 of this operation according to initial setting. Moreover, when ther

is no need according to circuitry, it is not necessary to write in data. Furthermore, although the gestalt 1 of this

operation explained the processing performed to one integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated at the time

of modification of the circuitry of the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, a change of the circuitry o1

the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated may be made to coincidence to two or more integrated

circuits which can be reconfigurated.

[0023] Gestalt 2. drawing 3 of operation is the conceptual diagram showing the table to which the data width of

face by the gestalt 2 of implementation of this invention and the optimal clock frequency for actuation were

made to correspond, and this table is memorized by the storage means 36. In the block diagram showing the

multi-clock parallel processor shown in drawing 1 moreover, the instruction control means 37 [ when changing

the circuitry of either of the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated according to the assignment

from the outside, such as a user ] The data width of fac§ of the data rewritten by the specified integrated circu

which can be reconfigurated is supervised, and it has the function which extracts the optimal clock frequency fc

actuation corresponding to the data width of face rewritten from the table memorized by the storage means 36,

and is outputted as a control signal. Other configurations are the same as that of the gestalt 1 of operation.

[0024] Next, actuation is explained. The gestalt 2 of this operation supplies the optimal clock frequency

according to the data width of face of the data transmitted to the integrated circuit which can be reconfiguratei

to rewrite. Drawing 4 is the block diagram showing a 32-bit adder, and, for a full adder, A [0] - A [31], B [0] - B
[31], a 1-bit input S [0] - S [31] are [ 400-431 / a carry input and CO of the output of 1 bit and CI ] carry

outputs respectively in drawing. Each full adders 400-431 will tell it to a high order bit, if addition with two input

signals and carry input signals is performed and carry occurs. As shown in the gestalt 1 of operation, to carry

out the circuitry of the 32-bit adder as shown in drawing 4 to the integrated circuit which can be reconfiguratec

in initial setting, and rewrite the written-in 32-bit adder to a 1 6-bit adder after that Although the technique of

extracting the circuitry information on a 16-bit adder from the storage means 36, and rewriting the integrated

circuit which can be reconfigurated using the circuitry information may be used There is also technique as whicl

a 32-bit adder is operated as a 16-bit adder by rewriting the data width of face of data to the data which have
data width of face of 1 6 bits from data width of face of 32 bits, using the circuitry of the 32-bit adder written in

the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated as it is. However, by the technique as which a 32-bit adder is

operated as a 16-bit adder, in the time of performing a 32-bit input to a 32-bit adder, and the time of performin.

a 16-bit input the optimal clocks for actuation will differ and the processing time and power consumption will

increase compared with the time of performing a 16-bit input to a 16-bit adder from the difference in data widtt
of face, the delay value from an input to an output etc.
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[0025] The table to which data width of face as beforehand shown in the storage means 36 at drawing 3 , and

the optimal clock frequency for actuation were made to correspond is made to memorize. Therefore, by the

instruction control means 37 When the data width of face of data is supervised and what was data width of face

of 32 bits at the beginning is changed into 16 bits, the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to

the data width of face of 16 bits is extracted from the table memorized by the storage means 36. The control

signal to which the identifier which shows the specified integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, and the

identifier which shows the optimal clock frequency for actuation were made to correspond is outputted to a

signal line 106. Actuation of the future clock control means 38 and the clock generation means 39 for actuation

is the same as that of the gestalt 1 of operation.

[0026] As mentioned above, since the optimal clock frequency for actuation can be supplied to the integrated

circuit which can be reconfigurated from the data width of face of the data after that modification and the

circuitry of that integrated circuit that can be reconfigurated can calculate data synchronizing with the clock foi

actuation of the optimal frequency when according to the gestalt 2 of this operation using the already written-ir

circuitry as it is in the case of modification of circuitry and changing only data at it, the processing time and

power consumption can be reduced. In addition, even if data are changed, when there is no modification in data

width of face, it is not necessary to change the optimal clock frequency for actuation.

[0027] In the block diagram showing the multi-clock parallel processor shown in gestalt 3. drawing 1 of operatior

the instruction control means 37 has the function which outputs the identifier of the integrated circuits 32-35

which can be reconfigurated [ these ] as a control signal at the time of the writing to the integrated circuits 32-

.35 of circuitry information which can be reconfigurated, or rewriting. Moreover, 41 is a clock generation means

for writing to supply the clock for writing to the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated

according to the control signal. Drawing 5 is the block diagram showing the detail configuration of the clock-

generation means for writing by the gestalt 3 of implementation of this invention, and a basic clock-generation

means generate a clock frequency with single 501 , and 502 are the switch machines which switch according to

the control signal into which the clock frequency generated from the basic clock-generation means 501 was

inputted through the clock-control means 38 from the instruction control means 37, and supply the clock for

writing to the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated in drawing.

[0028] Next, actuation is explained. The instruction control means 37 is outputted to a signal line 106 by making

the identifier of the corresponding integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated into a control signal at

the time of the writing to the integrated circuits 32-35 of circuitry information which can be reconfigurated, or

rewriting. The clock control means 38 makes a switch place the signal-line 108 side to the clock generation

means 41 for writing according to the control signal from the instruction control means 37. The clock generatior

means 41 for writing is switched according to the control signal into which the clock frequency generated from

the basic clock generation means 501 was inputted through the signal line 108 from the clock control means 38,

and supplies the clock for writing to the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated through

the clock lines 114-117. Then, it is transmitted to the integrated circuit which corresponds circuitry information

from the instruction control means 37 and which can be reconfigurated, and thereby, even if other integrated

circuits which can be reconfigurated are working, the writing of circuitry information is attained at the

corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated.

[0029] As mentioned above, according to the gestalt 3 of this operation, the clock for writing can be supplied to

each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated according to an individual, and even if other

integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated are working, the writing of circuitry information is made to the

integrated circuit which corresponds without barring that actuation and which can be reconfigurated.

[0030] In the block diagram showing the multi-clock parallel processor shown in gestalt 4. drawing 1 of operatior

when exchanging immediate data for the storage means 36 while [ of plurality / integrated circuit ] can be

reconfigurated, the clock for data transfer of the optimal frequency used while [ integrated circuit ] can be

reconfigurated [ these ] is memorized. Moreover, in the instruction control means 37, when exchanging

immediate data while [ of plurality / integrated circuit ] can be reconfigurated, it has the function which outputs

the identifier which shows the clock for data transfer of the corresponding optimal frequency which was
memorized by the storage means 36 with the identifier of the integrated circuit of these plurality which can be

reconfigurated as a control signal. 101-103 are the data lines, and with these data lines 101-103, while [ of

plurality / integrated circuit ] can be reconfigurated, they exchange immediate data. 42 is a clock generation

means for data transfer to supply the clock for data transfer of the optimal frequency for the corresponding
integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated according to the control signal. Drawing 6 is the block diagram

showing the detail configuration of the clock generation means for data transfer by the gestalt 4 of
implementation of this invention, and is set to drawing. A basic clock generation means to generate a clock
frequency with single 601, and 602 the clock frequency generated from the basic clock generation means 601 O
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' multiplying is carried out the control signal inputted through the clock control means 38 from the instruction

control means 37 — responding— dividing — A clock modification means to generate the clock for data

transfer of the optimal frequency, 603 is a switch machine which switches according to the control signal into

which the optimal clock for data transfer of a frequency generated by the clock modification means 602 was
- inputted through the clock control means 38 from the instruction control means 37, and is supplied to the

corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated.

[0031] Next, actuation is explained. When performing data transfer through either of the data lines 101-103 whil

[ integrated circuit ] can be reconfigurated [ which adjoins in the integrated circuits 32-35 which can be

reconfigurated ], the instruction control means 37 is outputted to a signal line 106 with the identifier of the

integrated circuit of these plurality which can be reconfigurated by making the identifier which shows the clock

for data transfer of the corresponding optimal frequency which was memorized by the storage means 36 into a

control signal. Here, the optimal clock for data transfer of a frequency memorized by the storage means 36 can

be easily set up from the frequency of the clock for actuation supplied to each integrated circuits 32-35 which

can be reconfigurated. For example, when performing data transfer between the data lines 101 between the

integrated circuit 32 which can be reconfigurated, and the integrated circuit 33 which can be reconfigurated, the

frequency of the clock for actuation of the smaller one can be chosen from the frequency of the optimal clock

for actuation of each circuitry information written in the integrated circuits 32 and 33 which can be

reconfigurated [ these ], and it can set up by using the frequency of the clock for actuation, of the smaller one c

it as the clock for data transfer of the optimal frequency etc. The clock control means 38 makes a switch place

the signaHine 109 side to the clock generation means 42 for data transfer according to the control signal from

the instruction control means 37. With the clock generation means 42 for data transfer, according to the control

signal inputted through the signal line 109 from the clock control means 38, the clock for data transfer by which

an adjustment change was made with the clock modification means 602 at the optimal frequency is generated,

and with the switch vessel 603, it switches according to the control signal, and the clock for data transfer of th<

optimal frequency is supplied to the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated through the

clock lines 118-121.

[0032] As mentioned above, according to the gestalt 4 of this operation, the clock for actuation supplied to eacl

integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated from the clock generation means 39 for actuation is

difficult to take a synchronization from the difference in the path to each integrated circuits 32-35 which can b<

reconfigurated, fluctuation of each clock modification means 202-205, eta, even if a frequency is the same. For

this reason, data transfer which operates with the clock frequency for actuation of a different frequency by

establishing a clock generation means 42 for data transfer to generate the clock for data transfer which was abl

to take a synchronization which is different in the clock generation means 39 for actuation, and supplying each

integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated and which synchronized also while [ integrated circuit ]

was able to be reconfigurated can be performed. Moreover, the clock for data transfer of the optimal frequency

can be supplied to each integrated circuits 32-35 which can be reconfigurated according to an individual, and

data transfer between [ which can be reconfigurated ] integrated circuits to which other integrated circuits

which can be reconfigurated correspond, without barring the actuation even if working by the clock for actuatioi

and which synchronized can be performed In addition, although the gestalt 4 of this operation showed what

formed one clock modification means 602 in the clock generation means 42 for data transfer, the clock for data

transfer of optimal frequency which establishes two or more clock modification means 602, for example, is

mutually different between the integrated circuit 34 which can be reconfigurated, and 3j5 between the integratec

circuit 32 which can be reconfigurated, and 33 is supplied, and it may be made to carry out data transfer.

[0033]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, while according to this invention choosing the storage means
which memorized the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to circuitry information, and these

circuitry information and writing in two or more integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated While rewriting

the integrated circuit which outputted the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to two or more
integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated as a control signal^extracted circuitry information according to

the assignment from the outside, and was specified and which can be reconfigurated While supplying the clock
for actuation of the optimal frequency for two or more integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated accordin

s

to the instruction control means which outputs the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to the
integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated as a control signal, and its control signal Since it constituted so
that it might have a clock generation means for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the optimal

frequency the integrated circuit after rewriting which can be reconfigurated [ the time of starting of a multi-
clock parallel processor, and when you want to change from the exterior the circuitry of the integrated circuit

which can be reconfigurated ] h writes in each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated. or the clock for
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actuation of the optimal frequency according to the rewritten circuitry information is supplied. The circuitry of

each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated Since data can be calculated synchronizing with the clock

for actuation of the optimal frequency, the processing time and power consumption can be reduced. Moreover,

since the frequency of the clock for actuation can be adjusted dynamically and can be supplied to two or more

integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated, in case circuitry information written in the integrated circuit

which can be reconfigurated is designed, it can design without being restrained by the clock for actuation, and

there is effectiveness which can make a design easy.

[0034] While writing in the integrated circuit which extracted data and was specified as the storage means whicl

memorized the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to two or more data and data width of face

according to the assignment from the outside and which can be reconfigurated according to this invention The
instruction control means which outputs the optimal clock frequency for actuation corresponding to the data

width of face of the data as a control signal, Since it constituted so that it might have a clock generation means

for actuation to change into the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency the integrated circuit after writing

which can be reconfigurated, according to the control signal The circuitry already written in on the occasion of

modification of circuitry is used as it is. When changing only data, the optimal clock frequency for actuation can

be supplied to the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated from the data width of face of the data after

the modification. The circuitry of the integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated Since data can be calculate

synchronizing with the clock for actuation of the optimal frequency, it is effective in the ability to reduce the

processing time and power consumption.

[0035] The instruction control means which outputs the identifier of the integrated circuit which can be

reconfigurated which writes in or rewrites circuitry information according to this invention as a control signal,

Since it constituted so that the corresponding integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated might be equipped

with a clock generation means for writing to supply the clock for writing, according to the control signal The

clock for writing can be supplied to each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated according to an

individual, and even if other integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated are working, there is effectiveness z

for which the writing of circuitry information is made to the integrated circuit which corresponds without barring

the actuation, and which can be reconfigurated.

[0036] The instruction control means which outputs the identifier of two or more integrated circuits which can

be reconfigurated which exchanges immediate data while [ of plurality / integrated circuit ] can be recorrfigurate

as a control signal according to this invention, Since it constituted so that the corresponding integrated circuit

which can be reconfigurated might be equipped with a clock generation means for data transfer to supply the

clock for data transfer, according to the control signal By establishing a clock generation means for data transfc

to generate the clock for data transfer which was able to take a different synchronization from the clock

generation means for actuation, and supplying each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated Data transfer

which operates with the clock frequency for actuation of a different frequency and which synchronized also whi

[ integrated circuit ] was able to be reconfigurated can be performed. Moreover, the clock for data transfer can

be supplied to each integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated according to an individual, and there is

effectiveness which can perform data transfer with other integrated circuits between [ which can be

reconfigurated / which corresponds without barring the actuation even if working by the clock for actuation ]

integrated circuits which can be reconfigurated which synchronized.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

. damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing the multi-clock parallel processor by the gestalt 1 of implementation

of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the detail configuration of the clock generation means for actuation.

[Drawing 3] It is the conceptual diagram showing the table to which the data width of face by the gestalt 2 of

implementation of this invention and the optimal clock frequency for actuation were made to correspond.

[Drawing 4] It is the block diagram showing a 32-bit adder.

[Drawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the detail configuration of the clock generation means for writing by

the gestalt 3 of implementation of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the block diagram showing the detail configuration of the clock generation means for data

transfer by the gestalt 4 of implementation of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor.

[Drawing 8] It is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor.

[Drawing 9] It is the block diagram showing the conventional multi-clock parallel processor.

[Description of Notations]

31 A multi-clock parallel processor, 32-35 The integrated circuit which can be reconfigurated, 36 storage means

37 An instruction control means, 39 The clock generation means for actuation, 41 The clock generation means

for writing, 42 Clock generation means for data transfer.

[Translation done.]
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ifcfe. @K«liS©i^-*tfa^JS^tctt. @5g§ftfc

pa 7 ^K^eratt^ftcbawfttta^at^ii,^
Sffl*i*7?c. H7~H9«:7rty/cfirrf5rB.

ffiK©«lfiJS^K:«fc 0 90 7* €r«a&Ti <t 5 ItfllfiXg

«fiS?fttl,»2>fcA. ®*®^-Y*>x.T®WG\Z?i>

tfa^£««J*^fc. Cftf.©S4!!P6. @SS©Sft©

*>-7fc.

[ 0 0 1 0 )• C©^?9tt±E©J: •JaaS^S^TSfc
ft«ca$ftfcfe©-C. *St,»(iS*»^.6ft

i'O7d'S^Brc«ifP$-l*5C£(c«fc0. jas^rfltsJ:



[0 0 1 1 ]

mm?D7 *m&WLt*b*.**>©?* s.

[ooi2] comiic&zvfrftxiv z&pwmm

3SBl!SStc8*iitj£&K. *©**-»«>?- >«ic& 20

iST*sjSftiiiftffl *n 7 ^s&»*«Hap^#i u-caa

4rrs**MIP$ft£. *©WW1*CI6C-C. S*ii

^ *KjOW41WU§*n » *fc£#8£=&tt*.fcfc©

[0013] c©aw(c#sv^^d7B9 tmiwrn

*©$rani^fc:j£t;-c ^3-r*»»fiXBi

[0 0 14] ca>mitc&Z-?A'*i>av vwusmk

[0 0 1 5]

[»«©*«©»»] «T. C©»9!©Sas©-B»4 40

autumn i . h i «c©*w©jas©»ii i k«
*ffn? fM?MSISB^-r*fiX0r* 0 . SKte
fC. 3 l«v;V^^0 7i'M?iJ«iSIIB. 3 2-35
ttfiffc (@^©t§£tt4o) ©SRAM«*Ett£?-&
•3"<5FPGA( Field Programmable
Gate Ar r ay) gE©SfltfijBl6gSiS0?S-c*

0. C*i6fflgeEiiJtB3SS@Jg3 2-3 5tt. -5-tt-e*i

P>WSfiXoI!^S@l{§3 2~3 5tt. 1^ 5 7-±CCT> 50

^2000-1 8 1 566
6

KUDUS. t>m&. ts£V7Vv77Uy-?®&m>
^-F^*7»ftBaBBi. -e-ft6&ffiiis&©8^£

*«*.. rta5©#fiS@S8*«lW«C[Sifi-Ct#*iftilSC

[0 0 1 6 ] 3 euffftOTBJRfllBBS 2-3 5tc#

#ii*ft*gtSt©|5]38flto£tf&<!:. *ti6»Ntl£?rffiJII

SB[lB3 2~3 5K:«fco-CSS??$ft*7s--i'£. *ft6

^JSS-ttfc^-^ijWfettSti/iiiSlg^S-C**. 3

7 ttc©^*? ?a ? *£?>MSI813 1 <DtL%±tf

n

fc. ffitt#K3 6(ciatt3*fcffi&©@K«fi£ti!«©5

^©v»rn^©iHiS5«fi5Em*«:S^i/twjifiCTfi^a

@83 2-3 5©**ve*i«:SSiit*££K:. ?s#sn
S^-f^rSfllfiiEoJtt^BEKS 2-3 5K§#i£*.
•en^H^fiEBiSKMIIlB 3 2-35 ©**l*fttc*tj£

?zm.t£Wimt n * *jfjg»*ietfc#m3 6kk«

4nnp^8tcft&. c©*<ft«iiEi*a3 7tt. m
m%m>nw»hnmimmm®^32-35©^
©u-rnAiwffflusDjfi^aiaKcHKfliia^^iiufc

ufctc. -e©?1-aJ*6©J§5£«:i£;u-ciett#e3 6K:ia

tt$*iyt«a©@ffifltfist!ia©^ t>©<,>rtia>©@Bis

sssns?*--- ***©*§£;* tt/tw*
fiPJffctll«@BK:«#i£*. -E-©lf«fiXnJtB®SilgS«:

sttc-r sftfiftttfpffl>o 7 *B8a**-e-©ssts*& 3

#-*-**>©?**. 3 8tt*4M0lf®3 7fe6©M9
flmaec-c. •e-©Mtsim#©wo»A5fe%*Ha)-r6i'

n 3 9ttfO^*$l|tS|t^S3 8*>6©$l|

SHt-S^CIC.C-t. H«fiEoISEmia@K3 2-3 5©-€-n

**Uc«iftBiB»©*n!«*»n » i'i^r.&ift
CC. S*gfcx»©S»fi!E5I6emSlHl8S?:^aft^SSS©

[ 0 0 1 7 ] 0 2 KttfBI fle4#e©P«I«5E
«7S-f»fiEBI"C*»J, HK4H,»T. 2 01B#H0JP
7 fJS«a*l6^f-SS^^O 9 2 0 2-
2 0 5 !ig#? a , 2 0 1 hit f

n 7 ;7^S!%7>S*^^«SfgL-C. ffi»®i©Mft

^^^©SWffl ^StfiSf 4^iE3M&

C*0. 0*16*0 7^3111^2 0 2-2 0 5^64.
fiJStiSWf^ffli'n 7 *©SK»«. ft^$ijai#S3 7

*6*a 7 mwrn-z 8 *7>u-rA^$ti/cfijffli(i-^

[0018] ^tcttf^tcoorsiag-r^. *T. c©-7

*^JtoSSB3 1 ©S^±tf^{c, ^&$q
'mmi\t. iem^a3 6{csesn/cga©@B»



81 0 4ZftbX*t\?timOiLX. r-**StlOO£

*OTffl««5IWH*0B3 2-3 5©*Jv?ftK:§*

iitf. *4M9#S3 7B. iStJ?;**!*?
5-**

faiths 3 6*^^- fiai 0 4*^u-c^ti-enaui

-3 5fc«*iitr. *7J»li^K<k^r^;*ti/c|3l8S18

fiXts«*5s*jisnfcn«)5ojfi6«aiHiiS3 2-35
tt. **l6SWWPOttMIBB 3 2 - 3 5 ©F*3aS©S

7 a. wtmitMOHsu 3 2-35 ©-tn-enKSt

S8&*S2t8#83 6 KfBttSnfc^-^^ef5-*®
10 4*#t/CiMai/C. «W*fiR5J«lglMBIlK3 2-
3 5 *wf«wr-i*'o«ji*«tp»»n » f^aas*
flVrW»4*^S*fe«WI**fll<Hll 0 Steffi

[ 0 0 1 9 ] *n ? ^SWPSS 8tt. JMMNms

*IW*"4. C©»£tt. W)ft*.5fc 161W¥JB*Ci?*

ft£9St3 9<>4Xt#iiio7flcc-rs. wmeo*
*&£#©3 9tt. 02(C^Ufc«k^«:flM!ESn-Cte

•J. **4>n**8£#S20 l*»6l6£3*ifc#-©

* a 7 f * a » fUS 2 0 6 - 2 0 9

*n»*SB#«2 0 2~2 0 5*iAau Ztib&i?

a7*gE#82 0 2-2 0 5tt. *iW®#S3
8^6<t^8 1 0 7 *Al/TAA£ftfcMaflH»ICgi;

-cm-©>07 *JS*»*#JS* 5 l» ttjiteLX .

fiKpIfi^fflEIK3 2-3 5©^tv-?ti{Cd;D?J'Sl 1

o~ 1 1 3 ^s\bxMcm.mm<omm

3 1 ©£*>±tfB*«:*5l,>T«. &«#J£°Jfl6*S[2lK3

2- 3 5 K.tmWfeS tlft:@S«fiJt9«if- $ t

i&Stlbtm. *ft6@K#ij^$8KlSC/c£Sft

088 3 2 - 3 5 ©USSfltfiXtt. SfiftS?fia©l6ffffl *

«a«3B*iJ:E«IW«**fi«-r*Ct*s-C*S.

[ o o 2 o ) <j«c. mb#5©*hm»hmma^nsm
@K 3 2 - 3 5 ©5 %©C>rtt*>©l!#ffi"5raig«l3Bg

ts#g3 6 (cstss ti/ciHis«ifiSts«© 5 *>©-e©*ss

*f>©Ji^«:it:Dfc!l?5»fi£tS«=&r-$81 0 4£:ft

tt. iSI?$tt*>x-5'£fEtt^&3 6*6x-*3Il 0

(5) ^§92000- 1 8 1 566
8

*>ns. sew:. 3 7 ». m
nfcS«MEoItl*Sli88«:S#»^/c|5IK«fi£tt«

«aBtfcM«cW¥ffli»i3 v *mmsLtzm^m 6 «c

T. *S3ESnfc««lljCTfi^fi8Hl!S%7S1-iSWW-i*©

ffiSftlfifflB* a ^ i»S«»4^-riSSiffi =£*fl&<* tt

fc$naHt#«^-fs i o 6 mt>-rz.
[0 02 1 ] *n?{7%m^&3 8tt> #<&»^S3

io 7frzmwij5<<.focx> m&*.%itom*a?

v 9©&*a v i?$£g&&2 0 2-2 0 5

©5 %<0^rtHfiO * a ? *£E#8tt. iruy vvm
5®. 3 8 *> fcft^Ng 1 0 7 ift LXXJ] 3 ftfciflfflm^

{CjS0T*-©f a ? ^Jiag»«:»S4>-5i.>ttaeu

C. *g^$nfc?l«RiEDjt6^11K{Ci'P 7^*11 1 0

-1 1 3Zfti,X&&ttmWSL<DmFmi>ay*i&Xi

@ss32-35©^ ^©t»Ttifrommmt&m®&
20 ©@8^j£££SUfcl,>!iS«:*$<,>Tfc. @K«fiJ©S!M

n?c@is«gEtiiaKi&c/cft3a«:jajS8a©«i^ffli'o

,

i»*««l&S4a. Wt«oI«e^@ffi©^H»©@K«fi£
tt. Sbi«:S?fia©»f^ffli'a ? ^«:ilS8ur7J-$?:

10 0 2 2] «±©J: ^ (C. C©JUS©)KSS 1 Ccin
«. c©-?;^jo? ^at^ma^aa 3 1 ©££±tf

30 B#. teil>TfiJffl^©J^§i5*6S«^fiemS@3S3 2

-3 5©^%©^rn3!p©W«fi!E3Itg^ll88©llK1t

--3 5 **i,»{a»*^6n/c@s«fiSts
«{ciSC/cgjatt)i»a©ll»fPffli'a 5-

mimmmimm 2-3 5 ©ss^Bjtt. sa^r
E&t&©*&f1$§2n 9 ttcfflSiLX'f-tiim&tZc

£#T#-5. ffiSt©H«fi£^Iffi^ai51K3 2~3
stc^brtefpfflfn ^ i>®mi&&zii!&K.vs&Lxm

tt@8S»fiStfl«fc«l:Cff
I-f©l§:tf?:tf&^^«:. ttft

i?D^©^^tcsia!) sn -5 c i ft < ast**7ft ^

Ci^#. ait^SgtcTSCi^-C!??.. H. C©
hss©bsi 1 -cb. in? zmumsm 3 1 ©
S^itf^fC. ^-C©H«fiK5l6E^a@S3 2-3 5«:

IoD-Cffig©ll«fiEnIt^a@K{cli«S»fiXBa*5J:t;

BflWB«6Cr!»*««ttr»«d«. S#iitftlS!^ttft

50 36«c. c««tt©»»irtt. Wtomt&mm
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[0023] SU6O0SS2 . a 3 BC©3fe9!©|lil©J&

S2 jc j: sf- *tat&mts:mm>> a 9»M9t&

£

kb. c©f--^;i'4iBetestiTi,»s. Hue*

•C. *MWWf8*&3 7B. fOT#*©*H»*>&©*§££ 10

j£Cril«BS^ieiffi@R 3 2-3 5 ©5 *>©(,>1*ft*>

©B««atKEr*i»K*«.»r. *©!§£<***««

at/. 6*1*^-*»c«i&r*«ft«
riuaf n 9 ?jass8t£setf 3 6 tciatss nfcf-7

©-?**. *©<6©fltoXB. Sett©^SliH-r&
*.

[0024] %(CttfftC'M>?tt9rr *. C©ldfi©^

•C*0. @5Cte^T. 4 0 0-4 3 ltt£»»g. A
[0]-A[3lk B [0] -B [31] IS&« IK
7 h©A#. S [0] -S [3 1 ] Bl h©ttttr.

c i i*m±tttjj. coB«±ifta^j-c**. s*©±
JJ0#§4 0 0-4 3 1 B2-a©A*«^t*JbtfA*«

hfc£;t*t>©-c**. H4{c^bfeJ:^*3 2tr» h

au *©&. ^©s^jijnfcs 2 e 7 vims* 1

8K»HilllttHc»ftjft*.fci>«K. *Sfi©»SSl«:^

UfcJ:9K. 1 8K» hft|)»©SIHtlAflHR*Ktt?

e3 6*»6.fflfflur. *©@ffi«fiSrcfa«:J:9S*<j£pJ

tt)HJIBK%*ftft*.*#&tJlt>-CbAl»*s. Mtfig

WS8«SiIliiSK:S*i£*ftfc3 2e? httft&OBR*
)££-£©£ *Ji<<\ f

r-*©fr-**i4. 3 2fcf7h©

?-zffli>h i eijj h©7*-**i£Wf*?-*£§
S&x.*C&fc:J:-?T. 32tT7 Mtai?8«:l 6tTv h

JOlW£L"CMBS*a*ttfc**. IfeOfrP*. 3 40

2K 7 hl!D#g*l 6t 7 httM&(/Cmtt«&?
tt-Ctt. 3 2 £ v M0#g{C3 2 £7 h©A#£tTfc-7

ffiB*o»**«||fc-»rt,*l,». 16tf?Mjn£tglCl

[0 02 5]S£-*T. getg#S3 6tC^feB3{C^L/c

#l§2 0 0 0- 1 8 1 566
10

iot, 7*-*©7*-2W*rK»U SfiJ3 2^9h©

«c. *©i et» ho^-fstcitflrrsftaftiwtfli

>o» *MSlt*ett4$t 3 6 tcKtft§ ftfcf—

^SttfclOT«**«^10 6tcilfc&**. «»©
*n 7 ^$i]ffiJ#S 3 8 tei W&fPJI>n 7 >m.^® 3

QOftfEt*. fO&©#*Sl 4B--C**.
[002 6] £l±0J:9<c, e®£tk©£S2tcJ:ti

«. SR*tt©SK©HKC. B«:S*iiSttfc[6]SSflifi£

*-t©**Wffll/ft-5f©^HT*J8^K:. *©SOI

*S«lKHrfiBRS@Ktc«9&-r*Ci3WC#. *©B*
/i£pjfi^iaiis©@i?s*js«. «*ftMMN>*fM»
n v i'KlqJSaL't-r- *£8l#-f*C £#T*6©-C.
J!HII^ia48«fct;jgS«^S:<g«^*Ci*-Ct*. ft.

[0 02 7] ^aS©Jg»3. Mltcmtfcvfrmil?

7 B. @K«fi!E«$a©S«fiPI6fe^8}llS8 3 2-35-
©**&*!$. **«,»B»*Jft*«f«c. *l»6Wtrt3T

i^iaaK32-35 <Dm$<&->kffi®mnt uxmjj?
*««64^r*t©-C**. 4 1tt*®MME#
wtctr. SE^r*nflifi2^ti«aiiif5K:s*ji*fflf

o 7 **{ft*ar*#*i£*ffl* b 9 i'^^s-c**.
05BC©^©HJS©».«3«CJ:*8*ji*ffl5'B 7

*l^#S©i$ffl«tfiS*>n-rfltfiSS-C*»3. S(ctei,»

T. 50 lB#-©4»n7i'SSft»*«4r*S*i'B
7 5.02l3S*i'B7*«4#K5 0 1*

tifcf B 7 i'jgiSS&fc. ^*]fflI^S3 7*6
-fb 7 jrmmR3 8 *7>l-ca^s tiiommmcz

ffl^ B 7 d> *^3 *)&*g-c**.

[0028] ^tCttfPtCO^TIS^-r *. BRtittfflM

mmsnftamsim32-35 -©s?ii*^, * 4

i»B*ftSkju»ic. *««np^iS3 7». K^-r*s«t
fi!Wfi^SlHlK3 2-3 5 <Dm<frZffl®®**t LXfg

•^S110 6«:U1*T*. 9B?»M0#S3 8». ti>$

mmsts 7*>6©*n®m-#{cj£c-c. nonuifttff

* B 7 4 1 -©ff^S 1 0 8 (ffl(C-r

*. $*ii#ffl*B7*IS£#84 IB. S$l'B7i'

8K?a7*SU 14-11 7*?>L-C§*ji*ffli'B

7i"&#tt&-r*. -5-©a. #^fflffi^©3 7*6llffi«t
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1$gg 2 0 0 0- 1 8 1 566
12

@SS*sSjfTF4i-C*^rfc. *©»ftafcjfttfac£fc<a f-*gSi?n , *SS$a4 2^©Ifai 09(11

[0 030] Hte©»St4. BlKSWc^j'a, W8Wi#{ci6C-C. *a 7 *£K#I9:6 0 2{c«toTS

i'^tJffiffiSlSB^-rWfiXSKteo-C. £tS^83 6«: 10 a&Ei^KSSMISftfc^-SiKiyB* a » 2*4.

tt. «8©W8^ii^llBIHrfi«T-*©£&* flEU *fc. «Dfc*£6 0 StcfcoT. *©W8Mi#

5as^)s^»©7:;-f^ffii'a-? ^*igaesn-ci,» 7 »si 1 s~i 2 it^ut*aftnaaM>f!-4'«

ffl@88ffl-CiI«f
t-*©S^%tf^ J5J8^«: < *fte>« [0 0 3 2 J JULb©J:9H: % c©HSS©?g!84M:<fcft

WWWIOT*»SIB^«W*t#«:. iEtt?83 6 «. Itffffifa 7 ?S££#a3 9 <P6&ffl*fiMfife3l8

KfBtESnfcKSr*«S«tSia[»©fs
'flSSIffli'a HB3 2~3 5teft*3ft*ftRJ8*a9»B. &#»

7*4WiWitW«*i ITHttitaMfct* BS3S6«8H1B3 2~3 5^©gB©*t^. Sfo?
•*-**>©!?*.&. 10 l-lOStt^-fSrcaO. C 2fl3&S2 0 2~2 0 5CD!Ktrft£fe6. Nttk*
ft67*-*gU 01-10 3tCi-5r^©flfilfi£Bll6 20 nt;'Cft<9Tfcntt*£«c:&#Bft"Cfe&. c©fc

saiiHis8ra-ca:«7
;-i'©3^*tfa^fc©-c*2>. 4 iwffl^n 7*3^^3 9 <ti;£i*&*P!X8©£ft

*§»j£*m-r#iaa-e*><j. ia*c*jir»x. son**- fc7s-a»fK&4ir& 5 c smutter

©fO»*JBi«Rt«a"r*«**n 6 8^ISIiIffi3 2~3 SKliSiKcgJi^aSSK©?5-*^
0 2«S*2a9*f6£#a6 0 l*»6f6£S*ifcd>n aygi-a 7 fSHftteTiC itf-C*. ffe©W*t£<5Jfifem

3 8«l-U-CA*Snfc«W©#Kj£C-C^JH*5l»l3: 30 ©ftfffctttf£ C <b ft < . i^TSfflSfiX^IttlllSUSS

jafSOT. ^&Jg&»©7=-*^ffl2a7?££lfi IBt©K)BLfcf!-*ISa^'C**. ft. C©Hffi©B
T*i'n7i'3ISE#8> 6 0 3ttfa ?»KK¥R6 o «4rtt. 7s-*SK^ffi* o 7 1>&&$-&4 2icpa 7

2<££^X£j£3titc.m&timVl&<D7:-*>&£mzv -2gK#R6 0 2*lo»Wfc4>©*7jU,fc#.

7 *MWW®*©3 7*>62a 7 ^$0ai*©3 8% ?£M^86 0 2*«Ktttt. 8#fiCTf63ia

^i/-cA*3n*dWflMi*«:i6ox«oiiit. tta-r* @»32. 3 3ia<b t mtm&mmm 4. 3 5 10

fflftdPa«^raK^-r*tt»>ift*.*c*4. tie. St>itjSft££j8fcj&^©7r
-5i|ta2lffl?a7

[oo3i] *K»ffKoi»"c*wr&. mwmmm **«&u 7*-9K&r*j:)«:i/-c&Ai>.

S@Sg3 2~3 5«:fcl,»-Clfflg-reB«fi£Blfi^8jI3K [003 3]

fffl-C^-frlSl 0 1~1 0 3<DI,»r*l*>*7>l/"C'7
<- j« [»^©S6*] J0Jt©«fc 5 K. C<mmc&tx\Z. HISS

estfirttssteic. a**«#S3 7h:. -eness 40 mmn<c%&ucaMizwtmtaii>Rmiza&
©S^fiSoJfi^Sil8S©SS0^ i ftfc . ffitt^S 3 6 K L>fc£tt*8*i . -t ft^HKfltfiSif^^SlR LTli&©
iattSft/c^rS«fflftS^lK©f'-$gjMffli'n7 IHifiEQNyHIBn(C<#i&tt£A«:. ffi^©H»fiSW

2£^iaSiJ*i£iWffii<i^£LT®^tSl 06«:m* flBMKtctt£?&ft*ttMft8» a7fH«»*«l
T2>. CCt, i2tt*K3 6(ClltB$ftSSaftJ3S&S[ 0ff4£ 1/ttttfjU 7Wfe6©ffi£<a£t;'CliBfttf

©7s- fit^ffi >B»>B. 4HNttiftttaaiB8 3 2 tiNg*»m D-cjiss ftfcs»fi£^re^iagiK*#*»

S5£TSC£#-CS*. HX.O. W»fiS^itmSllS53 8ftffffld'a7i'®igfa«:Sfla«i#il/-Clll*-rS^$9

2 £g#EPJ&3lia@SS3 3 iOHf^-^Sl 0 1 ffl ^©SflSim^tCIoOT. 8&©ll#J&'>J6e*

r^-ffes^'if^t©^. ^ft6n«fi£=is^siHiK a@ss«:gigftsjes©«)fPffii/0 7^§eu&-rsi«
3 2. 3 3tt#*ii*ft/cS@i8fitl$tM©SS£ttft 50 K. Stfex^Sfit^oJt^SElBtajSftS^©

[0 029] feliC.fc^Jc. c©HSS©»®3«:«J:ft

?6»«:jlWl/-C. -5-©/hSt,^©SM^ffl?0 7 9©)@?6

C#5. 7^P®l#e3 8»6fll#fl(l 0 9£7>l/TA2>$ft/c



(8) ^2000- 1 8 1 56 6

13 14

Wtmi>v y Zu&g.?ZWim 9 v v * [0 036] c©&aj3K:j:htf. OlkCDffttilEffltBfiflt

jCC*J»ftJB»«©ttffffl>0 9i'*««»Sti. §S ?*f^#g£*ffi;L3<k5K:fl}|jSLfc©-e. ttflsffl*

C. *M«IWBJ:tfli!»l**filWSCi*fC<r*. it, 4^iOTIBMIBRlcfltttr*c&(cJ:Q. lift

tfiftiie. wp«i'07*«:*i«3h*cift<« /afa?* *<:£#?*. tixnmtummm

[0 0 34] c<D%yMcj:tui, H8©r-*. *J:tf r©P»tfcf!--ir|6oa»JT:#S«**»*S.

7
s-*Mfl^l/fcft*&lbftffl9a v *MflRtBtt [N0BB&MR]
LfcEtS^Si. itS*&©l8»ei6i;-Cf,-**»ttl [0 1 ] c©&BJ§©!Q6©J&!g 1 KJ: i> a 7
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